BIOZENTRUM RESEARCH SUMMER 2023 – EVENT PROGRAM

Tue 18.07.2023  Lecture and Welcome Apéro
W29  16:30h – 17.15h (U1.193): Lecture by Prof. Flavio Donato: “The Multiverse of Memory”
       17.20h Photoshoot: Meeting of BZRS students at the Biozentrum Ground floor (entrance Spitalstrasse) for the group picture
       as of 17.45h Welcome Apéro at the “Volta Bräu” (Voltastrasse 30, 4056 Basel)
       First drink is paid by us

Wed 02.08.2023  Afternoon Lecture
W31  13:30h – 14:15h (U1.193): Lecture by Prof. Anne Spang: “Principles of intracellular communication”
       afterwards coffee, brownie or ice cream at the BZ caféteria (ground floor)

Thursday, 10.08.2023  Summer evening cruise on the Rhine with dinner
W32  19.00h: Departure of the boat “Rhystärn” from Basel Schifflände
       Evening cruise on the Rhine including dinner

Tue 15.08.2023  Lecture and Lunch
W33  11.00h – 11.45h (U1.191): Lecture by Prof. Dirk Bumann: “Studying bacterial infections and therapy in vivo”
       afterwards Lunch (Hall U1.Q1)

Wednesday, 23.08.2023  Final Symposium and Goodbye-Dinner
W34  16.00h – 18.00h (U1.141): Final Symposium All BZRS Students will present their projects
       18.30h Apéro and
       19.00h Goodbye-Dinner at Restaurant Bohrerhof Merkurstrasse 101, 4123 Allschwil (Bus 33 / stop “Wanderstrasse”)

The events are open to all Research Summer Students, their Lab Hosts and PI’s